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R-parity violation (RPV)

visible particlesRPV

The LSP decay fails the MET searches

SUSY

However, there are stringent flavor constraints!

proton decay , neutron/anti-neutron oscillations , 
di-nucleon decay , FCNC
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Soft RPV model

Generate RPV couplings through 
soft SUSY breaking terms 

Motivations

embed RPV into a SUSY breaking setup,  

make the model more economic
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A SoftRPV model needs...

•a symmetry G that forbids the supersymmetric RPV couplings

•G-breaking by SUSY breaking soft terms in a hidden sector

• mediation of the G-breaking effect to visible sector
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Auidjdk
˜̄Ui

˜̄Dj
˜̄Dk Naively, Auidjdk � Asoft

but λ
��

udd � g2s
16π2

Asoft

mg̃
� 10−2

which is forbidden by L- or B-
violating constraints

A SoftRPV model needs...

•a symmetry G that forbids the supersymmetric RPV couplings

•G-breaking by SUSY breaking soft terms in a hidden sector

• mediation of the G-breaking effect to visible sector
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A Gauge-Mediation Example
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In this example

λ
��

udd ∼ g2s
16π2

msoft√
F

use R-symmetry to forbid the supersymmetric RPV terms

no extra mass scales or small couplings need to be put in by hand

gravitino serves as a good dark matter candidate

embed RPV in a GM setup
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use the R-symmetry to forbid the RPV couplings

assign

the fractional R-charges are used to 
forbid the generation of lepton-related operators

To forbid the supersymmetric RPV
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Breaking & mediation 

SUSY

Ū D̄

Q L Ē Hu Hd

visible sectorR-symmetry

No RPV couplings

Gauge mediation model 

X Σ Σ̄

soft R-breaking sector
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SUSY

Ū D̄

Q L Ē Hu Hd

visible sectorR-symmetry

No RPV couplings

Breaking & mediation 
Gauge mediation model 

X Σ Σ̄

soft R-breaking sector
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SUSY

Ū D̄

Q L Ē Hu Hd

visible sectorR-symmetry

No RPV couplings

Breaking & mediation 
Gauge mediation model 

X Σ Σ̄

soft R-breaking sector
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SUSY

R-symmetry

No B- or L-violation, still no RPV couplings

Ū D̄

Q L Ē Hu Hd

visible sectorsoft breaking
terms

mλ ms

A B

Breaking & mediation 
Gauge mediation model 

X Σ Σ̄

soft R-breaking sector
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SUSY

R-symmetry

Soft RPV

X Σ Σ̄

soft R-breaking sector

soft breaking
terms

Ū D̄

Q L Ē Hu Hd

visible sectorsoft breaking
terms

mλ ms

A B

Breaking & mediation 
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SUSY

R-symmetry

Soft RPV

D D̄

X Σ Σ̄

soft R-breaking sector

soft breaking
terms

Ū D̄

Q L Ē Hu Hd

visible sectorsoft breaking
terms

mλ ms

A B

carry B-number

Breaking & mediation 
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Soft RPV

D D̄

X Σ Σ̄

Ū D̄

the potential
mediates the B-violation (induced by the R-symm breaking) to 
the visible sector                                               

W ⊃ ŪD̄ DD̄ X ΣΣ̄+ D̄+DD̄ X +MD

Breaking & mediation 
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The UDD A-term

W ⊃ ŪD̄ DD̄ X ΣΣ̄+ D̄+DD̄ X +MD

integrating out the heavy mediator

X ΣΣ̄+ XW ⊃ ŪD̄D̄

MD

�X �= 0           , the RPV coupling only comes from the A-term

LRPV =
˜̄U ˜̄D ˜̄D

MD
(Σ̃ ˜̄Σ)∗
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LRPV = κi[jκ
�

k]�
abc

˜̄U i
a
˜̄Dj
b
˜̄Dk
c

MD
(Σ̃ ˜̄Σ)∗

R-breaking B-term

L ⊂ BΣ Σ̃ ˜̄Σ

Radiatively induced VEV

�Σ̃ ˜̄Σ� � m2
soft

The UDD A-term
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Parameter space

For                           , the RPV mediator mass               
�

BΣ � vΣ � TeV

MD � 104−5 TeV

For a generic flavor structure

MD ∼
√
F
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u u
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u
�u
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Figure 11. Proton decay via p → K+ �G.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a new realization of weak scale SUSY with R-parity

violation. Unlike conventional scenarios, suppressed baryonic RPV arises in the soft terms

when an R-symmetry is broken in a hidden sector and a heavy mediator is integrated out;

lepton number remains a good accidental symmetry. RPV interactions between quarks and

squarks arise at one loop and receive additional suppression. The model features light (∼
few 100 GeV) squarks that decay promptly to hadrons and evade LHC searches in viable

regions of parameter space safe from flavor constraints.

For weak-scale R-breaking, the heavy mediator masses can be near the SUSY breaking

scale
√
F ∼ 10

8
GeV to generate RPV couplings with the requisite suppression, so the

model requires no new scales beyond those already present in conventional SUSY models.

If gauge mediation communicates SUSY breaking, the model also features a light ∼ 1−100

MeV gravitino with a thermal abundance. For a reheating temperature of order 10
6
GeV

and a weak scale gluino, a gravitino in this mass range is a viable dark matter candidate.

However, gauge mediation serves merely as a convenient mechanism to generate soft masses

without violating lepton or baryon number; any alternative for which this holds true would

work equally well.

If R-breaking arises from a B-term for Σ and Σ̄ as in section 2.2, the model requires

either non-minimal gauge mediation to generate sizable B-terms, or another mediation

mechanism that preserves the accidental lepton symmetry. We leave these model building

details for future work. For the more-concrete spontaneous R-breaking scenario in section

2.3, the model requires either additional fields to drive radiative symmetry breaking for Σ

and Σ̄ or an alternative to gauge mediation that results in tachyonic soft masses in the

hidden sector. In Appendix A we show that radiative symmetry breaking is feasible, but

leave other alternatives for future work.

Grand unification with RPV is challenging because both lepton and baryon number

violating RPV interactions generally arise from the same interaction term. In SU(5),

for instance, ŪD̄D̄,QLD̄ and LLĒ all live in the same 105̄5̄ UV operator, so generating

predominantly baryonic RPV at low energies requires additional model building gymnastics

[9]. In our case, the R-charge assignments differ for quark and lepton superfields, so it is

not clear whether grand unification is possible.
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Figure 11. Proton decay via p → K+ �G.

As long as the SUSY breaking scale satisfies
√
F > 10

2
TeV, the RPV branching ratio

exceeds 99%. This constraint is trivially satisfied by considerations from proton decay in

section 3.2.3 above.

3.4 Gravitino Dark Matter

Since gauge mediation communicates SUSY breaking to the visible sector, the gravitino is

the LSP with mass m3/2 ∼ F/Mpl ∼ O(10) MeV for
√
F ∼ 10

8
GeV. In this mass range

m3/2 < mp, so the process �G → qqq is kinematically forbidden and the gravitino is stable.

Since sparticles rarely decay to gravitinos and their annihilation rate is suppressed by the

SUSY breaking scale, the present day abundance is thermally generated [12]

Ω3/2h
2 � 0.1

�
TR

105GeV

�� m3/2

20MeV

�−1
�

M�g
800GeV

�2

, (3.19)

where TR is the reheating temperature, so the RPV gravitino is a viable dark matter

candidate.

4 Conclusions

In this paper we have presented a new realization of weak scale SUSY with R-parity

violation. Unlike conventional scenarios, suppressed baryonic RPV arises in the soft terms

when an R-symmetry is broken in a hidden sector and a heavy mediator is integrated out;

lepton number remains a good accidental symmetry. RPV interactions between quarks and

squarks arise at one loop and receive additional suppression. The model features light (∼
few 100 GeV) squarks that decay promptly to hadrons and evade LHC searches in viable

regions of parameter space safe from flavor constraints.

For weak-scale R-breaking, the heavy mediator masses can be near the SUSY breaking

scale
√
F ∼ 10

8
GeV to generate RPV couplings with the requisite suppression, so the

model requires no new scales beyond those already present in conventional SUSY models.

If gauge mediation communicates SUSY breaking, the model also features a light ∼ 1−100

MeV gravitino with a thermal abundance. For a reheating temperature of order 10
5
GeV
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Gravitino Dark Matter
In models with baryonic RPV, the LSP can 

be stable if it’s lighter than hadrons

• the        MeV  scale gravitino can be a thermally produced DM

• no additional non-thermal productions due to the RPV decay

O(10)

M.Boltz, A. Brandenburg and W. Buchmuller (2000)
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It’s nice to think about the RPV 

``softly”

no additional symmetry required to forbid RPV (use R-symmetry)

no extra mass scales or small couplings put in by hand

gives a dark matter candidate

based on the gauge mediation setup

To conclude

In the example we show here
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BACKUP
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Experimental Constraints
upper bound on      (want the process to happen slower)      λ

��

lower bound on       (want the stop to decay faster)λ
��

lower bound on the SUSY scale (a smaller gravitino coupling)

di-nucleon decay
neutron/anti-neutron oscillation

stop decay length               (prompt)                    (displaced)    

proton decay into gravitino

τpp→KK ≥ 1.7× 1032yrs

τn−n̄ ≥ 2.44× 108sec

�t̃ ≤ 2mm �t̃ ≤ 10 cm

τp→K+ν ≥ 2.3× 1033yrs
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Di-nucleon decay
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Neutron/anti-neutron oscillation
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Proton decay
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The stop decay length

displaced jets are hard to see

bound for bound for �t̃ ≤ 2mm�t̃ ≤ 10 cm
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Mediator mass in the    model�Σ̃�

to obtain      , we can generate the tachyonic mass           through 
the RG running with the help of extra matter couplings. for example,

�Σ̃� −m2
Σ

The size of       + experimental bounds set the upper/lower 
bounds on the mediator mass 

�Σ̃�

here we assume

from these plot

MD ∼
√
F

is allowed!

√
F = 4× 105 TeV
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